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The great race for a Covid-19 vaccine - second update with 
information as of 8 September

The world is at an unprecedented race for the discovery, development and 
production of Covid-19 vaccines.

How is it going? When will a qualified vaccine be available?

The attached slide deck aims to give visibility to the ambition across the globe to 
make available a vaccine to protect against Covid-19. It is an aggregate of 
information that has been made publicly available - with a focus on vaccines in 
clinical trial, manufacturing projections/plans, and the portion of such that are 
already booked by buyers.

The analysis falls short of truly global information since not all manufacturers or 
countries have made their plans public. 

The information is sourced form a number of public databases and media 
announcements. The last slide contains reference sources.

Resham’s comments (to help with press pickup and general consumer understanding) are in red.

In general: for non-technical folks, a general rule of thumb is that charts should only take a few minutes to be able to comprehend. Using colors, ordering, and separating out only key information (sometimes using multiple charts to get the full story across) is often times easier to understand and will communicate more effectively than trying to squeeze all the info into a single chart. Using text, notes, headlines, summaries, and subheadlines are also important (try to keep these consistent so every chart has them), to tell us what we should be taking away from the chart. Is it a comparison? If so, what should I have compared? Is it showing growth? If so, what grew, and how much?

For this slide: Use design/typography hierarchy to make this easier to read
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Updates since last version created 24 August

• An overview of vaccine criteria needed for approval based on the WHO 
Target Product Profile (slide 3)

• Weighted probability of vaccine approval and scale up has been used 
to calculate the range of planned supply coming to market (slide 7)

• 6 new candidate vaccines have started clinical trial, bringing the total number 
to 37.

• Additional contractual commitments were made with manufacturers 
for 775 million doses in 2021.

• Additional production plans of 200 million doses for 2020-2021 
were announced.


- I suggest “Updates since our 24 August report” to make headlines more concise. Conciseness is appreciated by press!
- Keep bullets following the same sentence structure/tense
- Use periods at the end of all bullet pts or use none for all bullet pts
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What is the criteria for a vaccine to be approved for use by WHO?

*www.who.int/blueprint/priority-diseases/key-action/WHO_Target_Product_Profiles_for_COVID-19_web.pdf

• Preferably able to cover all target populations including pregnant and lactating 
women

• Safety and reactogenicity sufficient to provide a highly favorable benefit/risk 
profile in the context of vaccine efficacy

• A 50-70% efficacy (on population basis, preferably with consistent results in the 
elderly)

• Immunity / protection duration of 6-12 months
• 1-2 dose course
• Shelf life of at least 12 months as low as -60 to -70°C, Preference is for 2 weeks 

of stability at 2-8 °C, but no lower than –20 °C. 
• Multi-dose vials or single dose presentations
• Must meet criteria for WHO prequalification and/or emergency use authorization 

(EUL)

- same here, use similar tenses (ability vs. able) and either use periods for all bullet pts or for none
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Covid-19 vaccine landscape – the big picture

>200 vaccine 
candidates

$12 billion of 
contracts

37 vaccines in 
human trial
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Publicly announced information only, as of 8 September 2020. 

- use progressive colors (i.e. light to dark of the same color) and ordering (good job on ordering of the doughnut graph; you can also do this on bar graphs!) to help me understand numbers from least to greatest. I would like each of these graphs to be on their own slide, with a headline, a subheadline, and an explanation and footers for each. It helps me understand what the most important data points are for me to see from each graph.

From a design perspective, we could use a subtitle / section slide to introduce this “big picture” section (and all other sections). That way, we don’t have to fit graphs of the same theme/overview on one slide.



37 candidate Covid-19 vaccines are in human trial with four having an endpoint date 
within 1Q2021
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Summary
37 vaccines are in human trial (some with multiple locations), 6 trials are in the U.S, 8 in China, 4 in Australia, 2 in Canada, 2 in the UK,, 2 in India, 3 in Germany, 3 in 
Brazil, 1 in Russia, 2 in UAE, 1 in Japan, 1 in Singapore, 3 in Belgium, 2 in South Korea, 1 in South Africa, 1 in Indonesia, 1 in Cuba,  1 in France, 1 I Mexico, 1 in 
South Arabia  - 3 include children (of specific age ranges, no infants) & none include pregnant women.

$11 billion of funding has been 
announced for vaccines in clinical 
trials, as of 8 September

This is great for a headline and summary - I’d like a sub-headline that tells me why the headline is important. Maybe the $11bil figure should be the headline, and this headline can be the sub-headline. For the summary, I’d like to have, instead of the numbers for each country, something that analyzes the data for me. For instance, who has the maximum and minimum numbers of trials. Or who is farthest along. Or who has the most funding. What is the most important information for me to take away from the chart?



Publicly announced 
information only, as 
of 8 September 2020.

"Commitments" are 
secured doses by 
buyers.

"Options" are doses 
on contract with 
buyers but countries 
without commitment.

More than 22 manufacturers have made public statements for at least part of their 
projected/planned manufacturing volumes, which total ~12 billion by end 2021
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Options in 2021 
are ~2 billion 
doses

I think this headline does a great job of telling me what’s important - I almost don’t even need the graph! The graph actually complicates it because I’m having trouble figuring out what story this data is telling me. Is it that volume has increased? If so, what if we modify or add a graph after this one to show increase very clearly? Do we need to see each company’s contributions separately, or can we show the lump sum of contributions of all companies from year to year, and then in the notes list the companies involved? If it’s about the growth in companies as well, can we show a line graph that shows the growth of volume and the growth of numbers of companies involved, followed with more detailed information about the actual companies in the summary or in the notes?



How much of these volumes have a good probability of success of materializing?
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Then, we factored in the probably of production scale-
up success and used a rate of between 50%-75%. We 
do not have a reference for this and therefore used our 
collective experience in past production scale-ups. 
This further reduces the weighted probability of 
availability from 7.7 billion to 3.9-5.8 billion doses.

This is a million-dollar question. Below is our estimate.

First, we calculated the probability of candidate vaccine success 
based on the current phase of clinical trial the candidate vaccine is 
in. We used the ASCH statistics on past success of 
vaccines: Phase I 38%, Phase II 50%, Phase III 85%. 

Based on this, projected/planned manufacturing volumes of ~12 
billion doses by end 2021 could result in ~ 7.7 billion coming to 
market

*www.acsh.org/news/2020/06/11/clinical-trial-success-rates-phase-and-therapeutic-area-14845

Based on these probability 
factors (which almost by definition are 
wrong) our estimate is that there could 
be 4 to 6 billion doses of Covid-19 
vaccine available globally in 2021.

Representing the largest and most rapid 
development and scale-up of a vaccine in history. 
Normally this would take as long as 10-20 years.

First Then

Based onStated manufacturing volumes with clinical trial 
success probability factor



The potential/planned manufacturing volumes booked by buyers for 2020-2021
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US Total 
2.4B

EU Total 
1.5B

20 various
countries

1B

Japan 
490M COVAX 

400M
Brazil 
200M

UK 
380M

Publicly announced 
information only, as 
of 8 September 2020. 

Total: 6.95 
billion doses

Canada 
190M

Indonesia 
50M

Australia 
85M

I’m not sure I need to have the company names disaggregated here, as a consumer. It would be easier for me to understand if it only stated the totals of each country. If companies are important, in a second chart I would put them in a circle graph to show how the companies make up the share of total volume worldwide. If the country matters, next to the company name, you can include the country in parentheses, or talk about the highest/lowest contributors and what countries they come from in the notes. Then include a summary to tell me what’s important, and why you chose these graphs - what story you’re hoping I take away from them.



Covid-19 vaccine - overview of potential/planned manufacturing volumes booked by buyers 
for 2020-2021, as of 8 September
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Publicly announced 
information only, as 
of 8 September 2020.  

Total commitments and 
options of more than 6 
billion doses for 2020-
2021

EU 1,5M

US 2,400M

Japan 
490M

UK 380M20 various 
countries 
1,000M

COVAX 
AMC 
400M
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Canada 
250M

Australia 
85M

Brazil 
200M

Indonesia
50M

Carlos Slim 
Foundation 

250M

This is a good chart, even for a consumer. To help understand for non-technical folks, it would be advantageous to have a summary of what they key takeaways are. What is the most critical information here, in your opinion? What story does this tell? Another way this chart can be improved - use color groups for each country, i.e. US companies can be all shades of pink or red, for instance.

Also, I want to know what “20 various countries” mean - something to put in the footnote!



Projected/planned manufacturing volumes by vaccine platform
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Publicly announced 
information only, as 
of 8 September 2020.  

27% of planned
manufacturing volume
is of the Nucleic acid 
platforms from which
no vaccine has yet
been approved.
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Also a good chart. As a consumer, I want to know what I should take away from this chart - what story does it tell, and what is important? I also want to know why the difference between vaccine platforms is important, and what it says about global manufacturing that one is being manufactured more than the other (also delineate for the audience the changes in vaccine platforms and what it means from year to year).

Color will also help this chart - use progressive coloring and order these by least to greatest to help us understand it quickly and easily.
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Main info sources:

U.S. NIH https://clinicaltrials.gov/
Linksbridgehttps://pharmanews.linksbridge.com/Covid-19
The Milken Institute https://covid-19tracker.milkeninstitute.org/
WHO https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/draft-landscape-of-
covid-19-candidate-vaccines
Various media including, Fierce Pharma, etc.

For any questions, critiques, or ideas, please contact 
us at info@theyellowhouse.dk


